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Video transcript of February 23, 2021 Board of Education meeting 

Cheryl Repass: order and the board of education meeting and board of education meetings for 

February 23rd. prior to this meeting to review part two of the budget with frank which we'll 

present in a few minutes and the fourth dedication could enter into executive session to discuss 

confidential information regarding negotiations a legal issue and the employment history of 

particular persons congratulations to senior diver Jacob Calus for finishing second in class a 

sectionals out of 22 divers and breaking his own 11 dining school record congratulations also to 

senior trumpet player Ryan Dick for being selected to this year's new York state school music 

association's all-state band and this year's national association for music education's all eastern 

band which is a group of the top high school band students in the northeast there is a personal 

personnel addendum to be moved at the same time as the ones in your packet and there is not a 

need for an executive setting yeah i have a motion to approve the agenda is oh okay I’m sorry it's 

different we have a motion to approve the agenda is presented second by Leon all those in favor 

anyone opposed or needing proof and all those in favor anyone opposed or needing 15. 

thank you okay all right special presentations tonight we do have our preliminary 2021-22 

budget curriculum and instruction central services and both these services Frank Nardone is 

going to present that to us tonight. 

Frank Nardone: okay hey good evening so tonight is our second presentation of a four-part 

presentation two meetings in February two meetings in march and then we'll be adopting our 

budget hopefully uh early part of April we have until the third fourth week uh second meeting I 

should say of April to adopt the final budget for 21 22 school year so tonight we're going to 

touch on curriculum and instruction central services and BOCES expenditures for next year so 

we'll start off with the curriculum area and this is uh we're just dealing with equipment 

contractual and supplies for a grand total a little bit under 3.8 million dollars and again I’ll 

emphasize the fourth column over which are the changes uh but basically we start with 

equipment for teaching you have uh codes in each of the schools the general account uh plus 

each of the schools in the different departments you'll see no change you look at the prior year 

expenses what we do is we do a five-year analysis each and every year and where we see that the 

expenses are a little bit less than what the budget is we will reduce that number this particular 

area last year we were down a little bit but overall we've been spending close to that budget 

amount before we left them alone right now for 21 22. the regular school area you'll see a change 

of 10 0804 basically you see the red on the left those are where the changes occurred uh that 258 

000 has got the biggest change which is ten thousand dollar increase in there of that 10804 that's 

attributed to tuition in our charter schools so we have more kids attending charter schools we 

have to pay a fee it's just under 11 000 we're looking at around 21 kids right now so we needed to 

add 10 000 in order to get to that number of 231 thousand there's other items included in that 

tuition as well but that is the driving factor right there ten thousand due to the tuition uh the other 

change of 804 is a combination of textbooks and tuition or tutoring charges and that's out to 

about an eight hundred four dollar change those are the adjustments on the regular side regular 

school special education million and a half we spend a million and a half last year so we're right 

on target with that budget no change we don't see increases in that area the big ticket to talk 
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about here is the tuition 1 million 450. those are the kids that are in the private schools and we 

have to pay tuition to those schools we feel comfortable with that number we've had some kids 

leave the private schools they've been reclassified into both these programs and we'll talk about 

that in a little bit but we've also had kids coming in to keep that number uh the same adult dead 

you have a slight change of 1500 that's basically attributed to a reclassification we're taking 

money from contractual we're going to move it to supply so you'll see that a little bit of increase 

of 1500 supplies for all that 

over here i just saw a slight change of 500 reduction in guidance again as i said we look at what 

we've been spending in prior years uh we see the need to drop that budget a little bit therefore we 

have that 500 reduction in that particular area health services so i have an increase of thirty six 

thousand nine sixty it's all made up into that consultant area basically that's the one-to-one nurses 

we have students that uh have nursing services 24 7. um in the past medicaid used to cover their 

time at school now we have to cover that from the time they get on the bus to the time they get 

home off the bus we have to have a nurse with them we have three students that need an 

individual one-to-one nurse now with that 36960 added we'll have enough in our budget to cover 

the cost of those three nurses what we usually try to do when we get these new costs is try to 

spread it over time so the budget doesn't take a hit in one particular year so we did that here over 

a couple years and now we should be at that one level the level that we need however if we have 

a need for an additional nurse then we're looking at an increase going forward but right now 

we're okay 

everything else is the same in that area there so we have a total contractual increase of 45 764 or 

1.46 

now the supplies you'll see some small changes in the two elementary schools Fairbanks and 

Churchville elementary basically what we're trying to do there is allocate a price per student 

based on enrollment changes we needed to get a little bit more into those budgets very modest 

changes overall we do not have a lot of money in our supply budgets when you take it in total but 

you see some slight changes there 82.177. no changes in the departments they're in pretty good 

shape right now uh the art and music departments are doing well as i said earlier we look at five 

years actually we're doing four right now because last year was kind of an odd year we had to 

shut down in march so it wasn't a true 10-month period so we're actually looking at four years 

which prior to that we had four good years that we can compare to so overall i have a slight 

increase of 0.07 in supplies services make up of made up of the equipment contractual supplies 

for a total of 1 million 190. 

security have an increase again in equipment our equipment budget overall is very small but if 

security we do have an increase of 2000 it's actually a reclassification from their supply code 

what we're doing here is there's there's a need for additional cameras most of the cameras we 

have a special code and technology that we can use but should we need more we have a little bit 

more money in this particular quote the other thing is if we have money in equipment we can 

transfer that money out to supplies to contractual but we can't move money from those other 

coats into equipment so it's better to have the money here if we need it elsewhere we can transfer 
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it if we need it here it's already here are we pretty bright sized with our the camera that we have 

currently this is like we're 

yeah i think you'll see some changes now we're putting more on the outside especially in the 

elementary buildings we still are putting more into the elementaries but in the main campus with 

the new pool area you'll see some more cameras going up in that particular area so we have that 

extra hallway now but pretty much we're in pretty good shape we've added a lot of cameras over 

the last few years um but then what happens is you have to replace them you know they get 

outdated and the newer models are a lot better we get better view uh and you can zoom in a lot 

better and so forth uh so there's always that replacement cost as far as new cameras on the main 

campus that they were in pretty good shape except as i said the pool area 

okay equipment in the other departments again we're in pretty good shape here as well computer 

instruction we actually spent a little bit more but that is allowable because we're able to move the 

money from one equipment code to another so if we have money in a different equipment code 

we can move it into this particular code but we also believe that the in-person voting will 

probably pick up so we'll see where that shakes up but we don't want to change a budget that we 

know for sure that it's going to be a long lasting item 

we have superintendent code finance which is the business office the auditors we're still 

spending the 46 000. that covers our external internal our claims auditor the whole gamut of the 

audits 

tax collection we're staying pat on that we went over a little bit last year but again we don't need 

to increase that purchasing again no change there 

our legal we almost spent the entire budget we're in good shape right there so there is no change 

there's an increase in security so where we added the 200 2 000 for equipment we're adding 6 

100 in contractual for security this would be the cable so when we run some new cameras we 

need to do new cabling as well and now the money will be in this particular code as opposed to 

getting it from technology uh technology is using we're trying to get the money right into the 

right departments who's using it administration we have a small change there it's just a budget 

looking back at the four or five year period we have not been spending it so we're able to lower 

that a little bit 

500. no changes here overall you'll see an increase of 5.5 5735 or 0.91 again these are small 

numbers compared to a 90 million budget as i said earlier uh prior meetings majority of our 

monies and salaries and benefits these are contractual supplies materials and equipment very 

small budgets 

the material part you'll see some changes here 200 down at board of ed 100 down in finance and 

then we increase the superintendent um sorry it just happened to be that code not that she spent 

the money we're just allocating the money to the proper department uh and then we have a 

reduction of security so that's where we reallocated some of that money 2002 equipment we had 

to add someone uh the rest went into the contractual area 
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special ed we were able to drop that down you see we spent 28 000 last year when you take a 

history we were able to bring that number down adulthood that's at 1500 that we had a reduction 

a little bit earlier so it's a reclass to a different code uh and then 500 reduction in guidance overall 

reduction of 400 475 or a little bit over one percent reduction special aiders this is basically 

going to be our insurance that's the top line uh you'll see an increase of 15 722 that's an increase 

in our premiums coupled with we did do some reclassification from other departments to put the 

money into this particular area and lower the amounts that have been in the other departments we 

have it in other departments because we have insurance on those buildings such as transportation 

we have vehicles and operations of maintenance and transportation that has insurance so those 

departments have that number we reclassified it the other items were staying pad on that same 

numbers assessments forty thousand ten thousand on a refund real property taxes now we get 

into the bigger item which is BOCES we spend over 11 million dollars in total on BOCES so in 

the regular education area again I’ll just talk about the change columns no changes in the board 

of ed or business administration part purchasing we have some small increases basically a two to 

three percent increase across the board with BOCES the first one they're bidding we picked up a 

couple extra bids that we're gonna do cooperatively with BOCES and other schools so that's why 

you have a little bit bigger than a two three percent increase labor relations up modestly in each 

of the different categories hearings and unemployment 

school information services slight increase that's paying that's one half of a salary for one day per 

week there's another cold later on for the other part 

so the biggest item increase here is that 48 000 uh which basically is uh 27 000 of that is made 

up of fourteen thousand forecast five it's a company that's helping us with all of our transparency 

reporting uh we have year-on reporting and budgetary reporting uh they'll help us with our 

budgeting as well state aid and so forth and then huddle which is a big program utilized by the 

athletic department uh so that's uh 13 750. so of that total 48 27 000 of it is attributed to those 

two items the difference is about a five percent increase in overhead in that particular area 

BOCES two the administration's up about two and a half percent as is the rentals the capital it's a 

bigger percent increase that's monies that BOCES collects from all of this BOCES to west side 

from all of the component districts and they put it in a reserve fund so that they can do capital 

projects on their facility recall not too long ago they had a major capital project they're gearing 

up for another one this allows them to get some money into their coffers to help lessen the the 

increase of the charge that they'll have to give each of the schools when it comes time for that 

next project and then in the workers comp that's up 7 000 we have had an increase in our workers 

comp costs um when you increase your costs you also pick up more of the overhead as well 

that's that 7 000 increase 

curriculum development small changes here 

one negative here is the stem coach that we did have in our budget that's no longer in we've taken 

that out working with the assistant superintendent for instruction minor change in reading 

recovery 
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uh let's see so you have a little bit of a change up at the computer education training uh then the 

diversity program that we started this year at monroe one but wasn't in the budget for this year so 

we got it in for next year 21-22 that's a 6 000 charge and another change in that technology staff 

that's the other half of the individual that's working with us through both seats regular school so 

there's multiple pages because there's so many items but no changes in this particular page um 

the biggest change here you'll see the e-learning seventeen hundred dollars that's the base charge 

if you go down a little bit more you'll see the e-learning castle thirty-seven thousand that's made 

up of ten thousand of that is zoom cost that we incurred uh now that a lot of our meetings 

especially in the spring and even today uh are on zoom that's our cost through BOCES but then 

the difference is twenty 27 000 and that's the my fi charges so we do have some families that did 

not have access to the internet and with the remote learning especially last spring we needed to 

get them the access and that's roughly six hundred dollars a year uh we have about 45 families 

that are participating in that program right now that makes up that 27 plus the ton of zoom is that 

37 000 increase 

regular egg continued some modest changes equipment repairs based on damages that we have to 

our laptops our Chromebooks if you will um and the additional costs associated with that mind 

you these expenses are aid-able but you still have to pay the expense 

online resources obviously now with the the change with the remote we have more need for 

online uh that's an increase of 11 000 which is uh percentage-wise it's 22 but um it's an important 

program that's the learning a to z program that we brought in this year and uh we're comparing 

that with our my own program and make a determination as to which one we'll be using for next 

year 

okay so now we get into the special education and special education because the kids move a lot 

they change their programs change their related services change you're going to see a lot of 

changes in these budgetary items but i'm going to try to sum up the total change with the key 

items of the new kids that we have this year so you'll see like transition program we have a 

reduction of 128 000 well that's going to help us we don't have as many kids enrolled in that 

program as we've had in the past that negative or that decrease gonna help us when you see the 

next couple of pages so you come over here you see a big increase of 211 000 in the 611 

behavior management program that's attributed to four additional children and they could have 

come in last year after the budget was put together but now we have to get it in to next year's 

budget or they could have come in this year so we actually have four changes there we've had a 

child that's moved into our district another child coming in as a kindergartner we've had a student 

that's been classified was in the regular program got classified to that program and then we've 

had a reclassification from one of the private schools over to this boces program 

you look down a little bit you'll see again there's changes in the related services as well whatever 

that service may be that children need whether it's speech or tpt what have you that 62 672 on the 

611 therapeutic day program that's an increase of one student from where we were to where we 

are right now is driving that number go down a little bit more that 611 pd 205 coaster is 132 

thousand dollars that's made up of two uh students into that program that we did not have the 

year before and let's see we go down a little bit more here see some negatives um then you get 
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into that hillside program towards the bottom closer to 13010 and all 11. so the old 10 is the 

actual tuition and the 011 is the related services associated with that we've actually had two 

children in that program now we've never had that program that's why you have the um the 

increases that we have one was a move-in and one was reclassified from a private school into 

that particular program so overall you'll see some other changes in these other services that are 

provided by BOCES to our kids 

district-based speech is a new program that we have in there now 18582 and then you just see 

some smaller changes we do have a negative at the top and a couple other small changes here so 

overall our increase in special education is 682 thousand dollars all those changes that i did 

mention we have four five six seven eight nine new children to our programs make up about 570 

000 of that 682 and then there's also related services associated with these new kids as well 

which is predominantly making up the total instead of going through each individual ones that's 

where the changes are 

 

career and tax so that's our remote program so that's up 114 000 so uh how BOCES operates that 

program is they take our enrollment as of December one whatever that enrollment is that's what 

we pay next year regardless of what our enrollment actually is for next year so based on 

December 1 of 20 our enrollment was actually uh up about eleven and a half kids and we had the 

prior December therefore uh at a ninety hundred dollar program uh it generates an additional 

hundred fourteen thousand six ninety two  

a small change in library automation so overall BOCES is up eight point eight eight percent or 

nine hundred thirty five thousand eight twenty nine and that's 600 and change though 670 000 is 

attributed to uh 682 000 for the special edition 

so our tax cap so this hasn't changed since our last meeting again we start off with a prior year 

tax levy we multiply it by the growth factor that's supplied by the state of new york we add our 

pilots to 316 0306 the companies that are doing business in our geographic area in lieu of tax we 

come up with a total of thirty eight million seven sixty six we increase that by the growth factor 

of cpi or two percent the lesser of that which is one point two three for the consumer price index 

we subtract the coming year pilots which is 403 745 and then we have carryover because we 

haven't gone to the cap in prior years so we're allowed to carry that money forward come up with 

a new total of thirty nine million two thirty nine eighty three in the yellow compared to where we 

are today it's an increase of a million seventeen thousand or two point six six percent so our tax 

cap for next school year is two point six six percent 

so where are we right now with our budget gap as of 223 again this number has not changed 

since our last meeting so our total budget on the expense side is 91 million 368. total revenues 

using the current year tax levy no increases in taxes 85 million 581 679 but it does include the 

estimated revenues for next year that would leave a gap of five million seven eighty six so now 

we have some assumptions we're gonna use our appropriate fund balance again one million six 

sixty two so we're using our savings accounts we're then gonna use the pandemic adjustment 

money that we put into the budget last school year as well 817 000 to make up for last year's 
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shortfall for this current budget and then we will continue to use our utilize our reserve funds 

which again they can only go up to the maximum amount of our expenses for these items can't 

exceed that so unemployment is budgeted at 30 so we're using 30 of that reserve workers comp is 

budgeted at 491 773 so that's how much we'll use for that reserve and employees retirement 

we're using 873 000 even though our budget's over a million and a half it can go up two cannot 

exceed so when you take all those savings accounts away from that 5.7 million dollar yeah we 

still have a gap of 1 million 911 now we'll look at the taxes so let's have a tax increase of 2 our 

cap is 2.66 but we'll say 2 percent here that generates 765 000 there's the cap 2.66 leaving us still 

with a gap of 1 million 146. so in prior years we've always left it like this unfortunately and 

we've always hoped for additional state aid uh to come up and and make up for that difference 

um so hopefully the governor will in the state will have a budget by April one and hopefully 

there'll be more funds for us otherwise we'll have to go back to the drawing board and look at our 

savings accounts or our expenditures as well 

okay so thank you and it’ll entertain any questions okay thank you thank you thank you very 

much 

Cheryl Repass: we do that next we have an update from our superintendent. 

Lori Orologio: so I just wanted to remind everyone that the athletics fall 2 season will begin for 

jv and varsity on march 1st which is next week a modified movie begin at least a week later than 

that again fall two uh for the sports team that we're not allowed to begin in the fall in the 

originals so that would um 

and then the spring season will begin April 19th both of those seasons have been modified 

slightly to six to seven the reopening committee that I’ve mentioned previously so we have a 

group of teachers and administrators tomorrow to kick off focus on two goals one being to assess 

the viability of increasing in-person time this spring and the second is to plan for a full reopening 

in September so that kickoff is tomorrow we have had some advocacy that we've shared with 

you before we remember Kathy Dillon and I recently met for the 70 minute holly to advocate for 

state aid allocations for the upcoming budget year as well as recommending a reduced system so 

that we could increase our in-person opportunities for students 

 

so in addition to that we would like to send a letter to commissioner Zucker who is the 

commissioner of the new york state department of health and also to governor Cuomo so we'll 

get your seats is a proposed letter that would be signed by uh Dr Repass and myself and sent 

along so if you have a few minutes get that if you haven't already we would like to send that out 

basically we're advocating for that reduced social listening um given especially now we've had a 

lot of feedback from families and obviously we do think it's great for our student athletes to be 

able to be back and playing again um however um it is difficult to try to explain why we can 

have high-risk sports but we can't bring out our tournament classroom so that's a point about 

advocacy in the letter as well in regard to vaccination our district has participated in a recent poll 

because Dr Mendoza the county commissioner of health uh was requesting knowledge to know 

how many staff members are still in need of vaccines so at this time we've had um out of the 
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district sides of approximately 650 to 700 staff members we had staff members of 418 respond of 

the 418 that responded 18 have been scheduled for a vaccine 50 percent have received a first 

dose and or a second dose and 22 still would like to be scheduled for an appointment the 

difference in percentage are those that would not be interested in obtaining so again of that 

response 67 percent of that 418 our teachers are teaching staff and again um approximately 50 

percent either are scheduled for hand reference or substance so again the county has been 

offering links to the districts in the county to try to offer more vaccines to teachers and again 

they're looking for receipt of increased number of vaccine doses coming in the next coming 

weeks and they've promised to provide additional spots for transportation staff and also 

educators just a reminder there are remarkable students the juniors and seniors are going to be 

modifying their in-person days at WEMOCO which is four days a week so that's going to kick 

off on march 1st and then I also wanted to just publicly thank Tracy Swalbach who is a counselor 

for us for her preparation and organization for the SATso that our district students have the 

capacity to take the exam here in district which we have not done before by the way and that will 

be on march 2nd and right now we have tentatively 124 high school students registered to take 

the exam so just again I’d like to thank Tracy for her coordination and again we've not done it 

before here but now that we have i think it's something that we can look forward to doing many 

of our students were unable to register in other districts or they were getting cancelled out so we 

wanted an opportunity obviously for our students to be able to take this exam and to be able to 

apply should they still choose last thing i have is we did have another meeting today with my 

colleagues across the county and we were discussing the potential metrics so there was a 

conversation in regard to the CDC report saying that um when we look at the six-foot social 

business age there's a portion in that report that indicates that if you're in a yellow zone then you 

would have an opportunity to use other mitigation rather than the six foot social distancing in 

order for us in new york to be in yellow zone currently i believe in the red we have currently 142 

cases a day now for us in this county to be in the yellow zone and take uh have an opportunity to 

take advantage of this metric and obviously we still need to advocate for the new york state 

department of health would be 53 cases a day so we're currently at 142. we need to get down to 

around that 53 cases a day we still need the advocacy for the new york state department of health 

to allow that another conversation was what if we indicate which we have been trying to provide 

100 of our staff access to get a vaccine and if at what point does it make a difference whether it's 

herd immunity or not that again that could be another mitigating factor for us to be open fully 

and so the conversation was looking at the range of 60 to 80 percent of the staff being vaccinated 

could be helpful in again advocating for that resource so that is a conversation as of today you 

know that that is ever evolving but again a key player and decision maker is the new york state 

department of health i don't know if anyone has comments about the letter um your thoughts or if 

you would like to give us feedback later then Cheryl and i can get that signed and get that sent 

off i do have a question when you do meet the other districts are we very similar in our 

vaccination 

we're all pretty close with transportation only being about a third of our transportation staff being 

vaccinated which again we need to have more advantages for our drivers but as far as their 

educators in the building that everybody had a percent to share so i don't know that yet but i will 

probably have an idea next week because the state last night now is going to require us to report 
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every Wednesday the actual number of teachers in our buildings that are vaccinated so it's a very 

quick turnout from last night to tomorrow um and that's if they're willing to tell us so we're going 

to have to work on that got about 18 hours to figure that out but um i can at least use this specific 

poll information first but it will not be completely accurate yeah but by next week it should be 

and then i would think that we would share a county and we have a better idea so they i mean are 

you thinking that because i had to fill one of those outside work right so am i going to do that 

every week there i think once anonymous yeah i think once you've done it if you're a person that 

has had a vaccine or has been scheduled i think if you're scheduled and you've had it want your 

first x in those two things you probably would have to update it if you've already gone through 

and had both vaccines and once you've done your second one that's probably going to be a 

consistent number that holds but again i think we're all trying to react to exactly how we're going 

to do that and make sure to a person that it's accurate well and that you're respecting people's 

surprises go figure it out i think the letter sounds great okay i really do i think it's it's very pointy 

and direct and i appreciate it 

we talked about work sessions 

i guess i did not personally realize that we were still considered in the high transmission zone 

according to CDC and our number um again we're at 142 cases today so this was a number that 

was provided to us by Dr Mendoza today so I think this is just trying to help us try to advocate 

for some of these mitigating factors that actually have a metric that you can say okay finally a 

metric that we can advocate for I think that probably because unless like you have to really read 

the footnotes here right and I know I saw it but I was thinking because we feel like we're doing 

so much better than we were a month ago but at the same time it's still we're still in that wrong 

spot and i don't think our families really realize you know what i mean because i mean we've 

looked at this stuff a couple of times and I’m still you're still learning it as we go all right 

Cheryl Repass: thank uh it you us to program action items can be on special education and 

preschool special education recommendations for emotional proof beyond second by Cathy all 

those in favor 

and the new course proposal it's on critical literacy uh is in your packet just look at it my emotion 

gone second by my tea all those in favor aye opposed 

uh we do have discussion one discussion item under program um Nicole Livingston Neil is with 

us today tonight and to um give us an update people personnel  

Nicole Neil: hi how is everybody doing tonight uh so I just wanted to do a quick update today 

um two things really I’m just gonna figure this out okay so um about three weeks ago or so 

before the break June need our registrar and I put together a letter to send to families who have 

changed their registration status this year due to covet so one change may have been their child 

was enrolled in school now they're homeschooling their children and this is 99 students that are 

new to homeschool this year the next slide you'll see is for private parochial schools so we sent a 

letter out seeing if their decision would change if things went back to normal uh next school year 

just to try to get an idea of enrollment for next school year so that we could see if that would 

change our class sizes and what that would mean for our buildings so this is the update for 
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homeschool we contacted 99 students their families and you can see the breakdown here so 32 of 

those students are going to stay as homeschooled students we did not get a response from 44 of 

those students two were undecided and then those who answered yes i broke it down by building 

i have it by grade level as well but this is kind of where we're at as far as the change in 

enrollment for next year for those families and then this is the private and parochial breakdown 

so um this actually should indicate they contacted June contacted me but families did contact 

June need through our registrar office uh for private parochial schools so there isn't as much of a 

change here we didn't get a lot of response from those letters but um but as you can see we have 

we have that uh adjusted why do you anticipate why did you mention why you supposedly did 

not get a response they just don't know yet i think they're still waiting yeah i think they're still 

trying to figure out what it's going to look like um when we called i had our one of my 

secretaries called our families and many of them said that they weren't really sure if they're going 

to be expecting masking and social distancing um they're not sure that they would send them 

even if we were five days a week so they're still kind of trying to figure out what if it was totally 

normal i think we would see more of an increase but um so they're saying they don't want the 

social distance that they don't want to connect right not in all cases but in some cases yeah okay 

so this is um Lori Larry and I are lucky enough to live this every day so um this is the student 

side of things and next is the staff side of things so i wanted to give you an update of where we 

are from the last six months or uh the first five months rather um it feels like 10 years so this is 

where we are as you can see we started off pretty low in terms of our numbers and then we 

progressively increased uh especially in November and December and that was primarily seemed 

to be uh in correlation with the breaks that we had so with our thanksgiving break with our 

Christmas break or holiday break those seem to increase during those times so we do not report 

students in quarantine to the state but we do report our positive negative and referral information 

each day so this is the breakdown for student data by um by month the travel information is 

again a quarantine so um we do have a number of students who have traveled and they have 

changed their um requirements so traveling used to be that students would have to stay home for 

14 days then they change the quarantine as you all know to 10 days now traveling families can 

test three days prior to coming back to new york state and then tests on the fourth day when they 

get back and if both tests are negative they show us that information and their love back in 

school prior to those uh that 10-day quarantine period so these are this is the breakdown for what 

we have sometimes there's an overlap so referral we may refer student to see their primary 

physician they may have a test and so they may be counted in both the referral category and the 

negative or positive category here okay so it's not necessarily one-to-one correspondence here for 

kids and then here's the staff information same breakdown uh traveling is not necessarily 

traveling is kind of in quarantine but um our folks have not really been traveling too much so this 

is what you have here i um i also did count we do have some um ability to do some testing here 

for some of our staff and those are counted as part of that as well okay just to give you an idea 

and then this is the same information numerically but it's just broken down in a graph for you to 

see visually so you can kind of see where we ended up in terms of each status and then as far as 

our months go where we were so this is student information 
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um you know i don't have we don't really have an opportunity to talk with other coordinators 

other coveted folks everybody's just trying to manage it day by day yeah um but I have heard the 

trending you know pieces where we have seen an upswing and it seems to be pretty much in line 

with what we're hearing on the news you know we see that there's a trend of cases you know 

around thanksgiving time around Christmas time that is what we saw reflected here um but as far 

as you know correspondence I haven't heard I don't know if you've heard no we don't really uh 

talk about it and I think because it is such an issue of you know confidentiality that we really we 

have not really talked about that and again i think you would hear about it if we had to close the 

classroom or close the school but because we have the massing and social distancing we're not 

required to close unless we really see an internal spread which obviously we have not here right 

but again if it were reduced social distancing and minimal basking then you would i think what 

we would start seeing is more quarantined on the whole class for 10 days so there's tradeoffs 

with everything but right now um it's been minimal from what I’ve seen with my colleagues that 

anyone has really had to pull in the classroom so i think you know I don't have an accurate 

number but I’m going to predict that 

one of the things that we have noticed is kids are staying home more now or are staying home 

more than in the beginning of the school year you know we were sending more students home 

because they had some symptoms now parents are keeping them home um and getting them 

tested and following through with those protocols much quicker than they were in the beginning 

which is good um yeah so that has changed a bit 

and um you know and it's it's a little bit of there's also a little bit of a lag because the department 

of health is on a little bit of a lag as well so we only know the information that they share with us 

in the time that they share with us so it's not necessarily on that day we learn about it it might be 

a couple of days before we know about it unless the family contacts us so we get information 

from families and the nurses provide that information to us or we get information from our list 

that we get updates on each three times a day so those are the two ways we get this information 

and get it to the state and again so there are times that you know a family will share with us that 

you know their family has talked to positive so but until the DOH puts it on one of those lists 

that's 7-11-3 we we can't report it in the daily DOH report that's due by four o'clock so 

sometimes our numbers hang off for a day or two until they actually make the nato wage list so 

we've had some parents question well my child was positive and i didn't see that you reported it 

at this school and my child should have been on that list the rule is in the parameter of the 

reporting you have to identify where who who informed you meaning from the county and which 

county monroe county Genesee county who told you that they were on this list so i tried to 

explain that the quality explained that to parents that sometimes it's not always in that day in that 

moment because again there is a lag in that DOH report sometimes they have them before we 

know and other times there could be one or two that are a week out then we're recording a week 

later and we're only also and some of our staff also live in different counties so we'd have to try 

to get that information from other counties you know I live in Livingston county so my 

information would not show up in the monroe county report that will be received even though i 

work here so any other questions okay thank you  
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Cheryl Repass: thank you. authorizing our district to enter into MOA with CCEA. Amy second 

by school district treasurer handbook motion to adopt this handbook is presented like g cafe 

almost in favor and opposed in a classified and non-classified personal election items including 

what's presented here at your table second by Cathy Dillon in favor pose next uh there are no 

discussion items um and this is action item we do have a treasure support for January 2021 we 

have promotions accepted as president Leon second by Steve all those in favor aye opposed your 

need 

and uh there is no discussion items here so may you look to committee an event report Steve do 

you have any nothing for this week? 

Jonathan Payne: uh at the same time security meeting last week the big thing that came out of 

that was uh this school had a drone so Bill Sanborn was really happy about that um saw the 

money girls basketball game last night uh narrowly defeat the Hilton so that was nice so she's on 

the right way and I have the information exchange zoom tomorrow. 

Cheryl Repass: come as Lori mentioned um we met with Steve holly last week at our zoo and 

that was our productive meeting at your table our communications committee from monroe 

county school board put together a set of talking points on real winning schools the media keeps 

saying that it's up to the school districts to report on reopening but what they failed to say is yes 

we can reopen but we have to meet the executive orders in the CDC guidelines so what they did 

was they put together a summary forms of all the executive orders added the CDC guideline to 

make it a little more transparent what we actually have to do because everybody agrees we want 

to open our schools so this gives you each executive order and what we have to do in order to do 

that and then on the second page there's a frequently asked questions about reopening and the 

last couple paragraphs there's just some general talking points about what we do have to do to 

realize so we'll meet again and update these as needed but we thought it was important because 

we're constantly being asked and it's the information's not always like the whole picture of 

everything that we have to look at and it could follow this in a difficult situation because of 

course everybody wants our school i think that's one thing to give the community trouble is that 

piecemeal of blurbs yeah they either get six o'clock news or they get you know Wegmans or 

whatever it is but it's blurbs as opposed to all it comes right so this is supposed to be a guy to 

help all of us and that we have like facts on a page or two you know to kind of uh outline what 

we really what what legally we have to do you know then people say well just don't follow them 

and no one was the part of our state agents that's a huge chunk of our budget so we're kind of 

caught between a rock and a hard price and then the last thing is um oc's at our meeting last week 

yeah could the have they thought about putting something together in communication for 

districts to post on their websites well the idea with these talking points figures taken and 

modified and we could do that with another website ourselves okay yeah that's that's kind of 

what they do with it so when they publish them they're board members but then we can share 

them and use them if you see fit so if we wanted to alter it and put our letterhead on it and post it 

we could do it.  

a motion to adjourn amy and steve second.  


